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Abstract
In this paper we consider three embeddings  oneparametric optimization prob
lems motivated by penalty exact penalty and Lagrange multiplier methods We
give an answer to the question under which conditions these methods are success
ful with an arbitrarily chosen starting point Using the theory of oneparametric
optimization  the local structure of the set of stationary points and of the set of gen
eralized critical points singularities structural stability pathfollowing and jumps
the socalled MangasarianFromovitz condition and its extension play an important
role The analysis shows us that the class of optimization problems for which we
can surely nd a stationary point using a pathfollowing procedure for the modied
penalty and exact penalty embedding is much larger than the class where the La
grange multiplier embedding is successful For the rst class the objective may be
a really nonconvex function but for the second one we are restricted to convex
optimization problems This fact was a surprise at least for the authors
  Introduction
We consider a nonlinear optimization problem with the following standard structure 
P  minffx j x   Mg 
where
M   fx   IR
n
j h
i
x    i   I  g
j
x    j   Jg  
I   f      mg  m  n  J   f       sg  and f  h
i
  g
j
  C
 
IR
n
  IR  i   I  j   J
For some of the results presented we need a higher degree of dierentiability We recall
the wellknown concept of embedding cf eg 	
   Consider a oneparametric
optimization problem
 
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
P t minffy  t j y  

M tg  t   	    
where

M t   fy   IR
n
j h
i
y  t    i   I  g
j
y  t    j  

Jg
n  n

J is a nite index set with J 

J  with at least the following properties 
A A stationary point of

P  is known and the corresponding Lagrange multipliers
are known or easy to compute
A

P t has a global minimizer for every t   	  
A

P  is equivalent to P  in a certain sense to be specied below
In this paper we consider three embeddings cf 	   motivated by penalty exact
penalty and Lagrange multiplier methods and we ask the following question  Are there
conditions for nding a discretization of the interval 	   
  t

     t
i
     t
N
 
and corresponding stationary points yt
i
 of

P t
i
 i         N starting with an arbitrarily
chosen stationary point yt

 We will see that the socalled MangasarianFromovitz
Constraint Qualication and its extension play an important role First we introduce the
following modied penalty embedding
P

t   minfF

x  v  w  t j x  v  w  M

tg  t   	  
where
F

x  v  w  t   F
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 
 v
 
 w
 
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
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T
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
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T
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
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
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T
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
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
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n
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m
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s
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i
v

i
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j
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j
w

j
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
k
 
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T
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
k
 
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In distinction to

P

t in 	 we consider two points w

and w

in a suitable manner Then
the starting point x

  v

  w

 has better properties cf Theorem  below
In 	 it is explained how we obtain such a kind of model for the penalty method Let
us consider this here only briey The model for the original quadratic penalty method
reads
minffx 
 
t
  t

 
 
X
i I
h
i
x

 

X
j J
maxfg
j
x  g
 
j x   IR
n
g  t   	  
We observe that the penalty parameter ct  
t
 t
tends to  if t tends to  This
oneparametric optimization problem has the following disadvantages  The problem is not

dened for t   the objective function is exactly once continuously dierentiable ie
the results of parametric optimization presented in 	      
    a short
summary is given in Chapter   are not applicable we do not know any starting point
for t   It is easy to see that these disadvantages will not appear for P

t Moreover
there are further important properties of P

t cf Theorem  The term
 tx x


T
Ax x

  v v


T
Bv v

  ww


T
Cww

 is a regularization
term cf Theorem 
i which does not have any inuence on the solution of P  P 
is equivalent to P

 cf Theorem iii
Now we assume that
B the feasible setM of the original problem P  is nonempty and compact We denote
Ep   fx   IR
n
j kx  x

k
 
 b
T
x  p  g Then for a xed x

there exists a
p   such that M  Ep for all p  p Furthermore there exists a q   such
that M

t  	 for all t   	   and all p  p and q  q
We assume that
B p  p and q  q
Now it is easy to see 
Theorem    P

t has the following properties 
i Choosing w

  w

  IR
s
with w

j
 w

j
  j   J  x

  b   IR
n
 v

  IR
m
 A B and C
positive denite p   and q   suciently large then x

  v

  w

 is the global
minimizer and the only stationary point for P

 Furthermore x

  v

  w

   is a
nondegenerate stationary point nondegenerate cf the conditions 
ii Assume that B and B are satised Then 
glob
t  	 for all t   	   where

glob
t is the set of all global minimizers for P

t
iii P

t is equivalent to P  in the following sense 
a If x  v  w is a stationary point for P

 then x is a stationary point for P 
b If x is a stationary point for P  then there exist vectors v   IR
m
  w   IR
s

such that x  v  w is a stationary point for P

  
Secondly we consider the socalled exact penalty methods proposed eg in 	 for prob
lems without equality constraints ie I  	 We propose the following embedding cf
M

t in 	
P
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Then we have
Theorem   P
 
t has the following properties
i Choosing w

  w

  IR
s
with w

j
 w

j
 j   J  x

  b   IR
n
    IR
s
with 
j
 g
j
x


j   J  p   and q   suciently large the matrices A and B positive denite then
x

  w

 is the global minimizer and the only stationary point for P
 
 Furthermore
x

  w

 is a nondegenerate stationary point
ii Analogously to Theorem ii
iii Analogously to Theorem iii  
Thirdly we introduce the following Lagrange multiplier embedding cf 	 for the
original method cf eg 	
P

t   minfF

x  v  w  	    t j x  v  w  	    M

tg  t   	   
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We note that the Lagrange multiplier method follows a curve of min
x v w
max
 
points that are
saddle points in the set of stationary points for P

t
Then it is easy to see 

Theorem   P

t has the following properties
i Choosing w

  w

  IR
s
with w

j
 w

j
  j   J  

  IR
s
with 

j
   j   J  x

  IR
n

v

  	

  c   IR
m
 

  d   IR
s
 the matrices A B C D E positive denite p  
q   suciently large then the point x

  v

  w

  	

  

 is a global min
x v w
max
 
point
for P

 Furthermore x

  v

  w

  	

  

 is a nondegenerate stationary point
ii Analogously to Theorem ii
iii Analogously to Theorem iii  
Now we have the following important
Remark   We observe that there is the following strict dierence with respect to the
starting situation between the penalty and the exact penalty embedding on the one hand
and the Lagrange multiplier embedding on the other hand  For the rst two embeddings
the known starting points are the only stationary points For the Lagrange multiplier
method at least one global minimizer x

  w

  	

  

 will appear ie we have at least two
stationary points for P
i
  i     Therefore we will show that the class of optimization
problems for which the penalty and the exact penalty method are surely successful is
much larger than the class where the Lagrange multiplier embedding is successful  
 Theoretical background
We present a reduced version of Chapter  in 	
We consider the oneparametric problem with some additional information that is impor
tant for our investigation 
P t minffx  tjx  Mtg  
where t   IR Mt  fx   IR
n
j h
i
x  t    i   I  g
j
x  t    j   Jg and
f  h
i
  g
j
  C
k
IR
n
 IR  IR  i   I  j   J  k  
Furthermore we introduce the following notations 

gc
  fx  t   IR
n
 IR j x is a gc point of P tg 

stat
  fx  t   IR
n
 IR j x is a stationary point of P tg 

loc
  fx  t   IR
n
 IR j x is a local minimizer of P tg 
H   h

       h
m

T
  G   g

       g
s

T

The Linear Independence Constraint Qualication briey LICQ is satised at x  M

t
if the vectorsD
x
h
i
x 

t i   ID
x
g
j
x 

t j   J

x 

t are linearly independent J

x  t  
fj   J j g
j
x  t  g
The MangasarianFromovitz Constraint Qualication briey MFCQ is satised at x  
M

t if 
MF D
x
h
i
x 

t i   I are linearly independent


MF there exists a vector 
   R
n
with
D
x
h
i
x 

t
    i   I 
D
x
g
j
x 

t
    j   J

x 

t
The KKTsystem for a given problem P t is fullled at a point x 

t if there exists a
point y   IR
m	s
such that Hx  y 

t   where H   IR
n	m	s	

 IR
n	m	s
is dened by
Hx  y  t 





D
x
fx  t 
P
i I
y
i
D
x
h
i
x  t 
P
j J
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x
g
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





for    IR let 
	
 maxf  g and 

 minf  g Obviously the socalled Kojima
mapping H in  is piecewise continuously dierentiable In 	 the classical denition
of a regular value of a continuously dierentiable function is generalized for piecewise
continuously dierentiable functions Furthermore it is shown that if    IR
n	m	s
is a
regular value of H then the set H

 is a piecewise onedimensional C

manifold
Next we cite our short characterization from 	 of the class F introduced by Jongen
Jonker and Twilt 	  In 	 the local structure of 
gc
is completely described if
f H G belongs to a C

s
open and dense subset F of C

IR
n
 IR  IR
	m	s
 where C

s
denotes the strong or Whitney C

topology
If f H G   F  then 
gc
can be divided into 
 types
Type   A point z  x 

t   
gc
is of Type  if the following conditions are satised 
 
D
x
f 
X
i I
	
i
D
x
h
i

X
j J
 
z

j
D
x
g
j

j
z
z
   
LICQ is satised at x  M

t a

j
   j   J

z b
D
 
x
Lxj
T z
is nonsingular c
where D
 
x
L is the Hessian of the Lagrangian
L  f 
X
i I
	
i
h
i

X
j J
 
z

j
g
j
 
and the uniquely determined numbers 	
i
  
j
are taken from  Furthermore
T z  f
   IR
n
j D
x
h
i
z
    i   I D
x
g
j
z
    j   J

zg
is the tangent space at z D
 
x
Lzj
T z
represents V
T
D
 
x
LV  where V is a matrix whose
columns form a basis of T z
A point of Type  is called a nondegenerate critical point The set 
gc
is the closure of
the set of all points of Type  the points of the Types 
 constitute a discrete subset of

gc
 The points of the Types 
 represent three basic degeneracies 
Type   violation of b

The full curve stands for the curve of stationary points z   x  t and the dotted curve represents
the curve of gc points
Figure 
Type   violation of c
Type   violation of a and jIj jJ

zj    n
Type 
  violation of a and jIj jJ

zj  n 
For each of these ve types Figure  illustrates the local structure of 
gc
 Let 

gc

   f       
g be the set of gc points of Type  Figure  illustrates the local structure
of F in 
loc
and 
stat
 The class F is dened by

The full curve stands for a curve of local minimizers and the dotted curve in Fig  c  d
 e  f represents a curve of stationary points The dotted curve in Fig  g  h stands for
a curve of stationary points in case J

 	x 
	
t   
Figure 
F 
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f H G   C

IR
n
 IR  IR
	m	s
j 
gc
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



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o

The following theorem provides a special perturbation of f H G with additional param
eters that can be chosen arbitrarily small such that the perturbed function vector belongs
to the class F 
Theorem   	 Let f H G   C

IR
n
R R
	m	s
 Then for almost all
b A  c D  e  F    IR
n
 IR
nn	 
 IR
m
 IR
mn
 IR
s
 IR
sn
 we have
fx  t  b
T
x x
T
Ax Hx  t  cDx Gx  t  e Fx   F 
Here almost all means  each measurable subset of
fb A  c D  e  F  j fx  t  b
T
x x
T
Ax Hx  t  cDx Gx  t  e Fx   Fg
has the Lebesguemeasure zero  
Remark  Considering 
stat
we note that the condition f H G   F implies that
zero is a regular value of the Kojimamapping H  

Denition  Let K  IR  fg
i The problem P t is called regular in the sense of JongenJonkerTwilt  briey
JJTregular  with respect to K if f H G   F
 
IR
n
K  
gc


S




gc


ii The problem P t is called regular in the sense of KojimaHirabayashi  briey KH
regular  with respect toK if    IR
n	m	s
is a regular value ofH Hj
IR
n
IR
m
IR
s
K

Theorem  	 Let f H G   C

IR
n
 IR  IR
	m	s
 Then for almost all
b  c  d   IR
n
 IR
m
 IR
s
 the problem
P
b c d
t minffx  t  b
T
x










h
i
x  t  c
j
   i   I 
g
j
x  t  d
j
   j   J

is KHregular  
Now we present some facts about pathfollowing methods for more details see 	 For
this we assume AA and the JJTregularity of the considered problem P t
The algorithm PATH III  the corresponding computer program is called PAFO  cf
	   computes a numerical description of a compact connected component in 
gc
and 
stat
 respectively
In the last part of Chapter  we present two theorems that are essential for our analysis
Theorem  	
 We assume
C Mt is nonempty and there exists a compact set C with Mt  C for all t   	  
C P t is KHregular with respect to 	  
C There exists a t

  and a continuous function x   	  t

 
 IR
n
such that xt is
the unique stationary point for P t for t   	  t


C MFCQ is satised for all x  Mt for all t   	  
Then there exists a piecewise continuously dierentiable briey PC

path in 
stat
that
connects x

   with some point x

    
Applying Remark  we obtain
Corollary  We assume C C C and
D P t is JJTregular with respect to 	  
Then there exists a PC
 
path Kx

   in 
stat
connecting x

   with some point x

  
Furthermore x  t   Kx

   belongs to
S
 f    g


gc
  
Remark  Now we have a look at Fig  Since the MFCQ is satised points of
Type 
 in j and k are excluded  
Finally we present a consequence of a general structural stability result given in 	 
Theorem 	 	 We assume C and C Then Mt

 is homeomorphic with
Mt
 
 for all t

  t
 
  	    

 On connecting curves
Considering Theorem 
 Corollary  and Theorem  we rst ask for a condition on
the original problem P  ensuring that the MFCQ is satised for all x  v  w   M

t
x w   M
 
t and x  v  w  	     M

t for all t   	   We discuss the socalled
Enlarged MangasarianFromovitz Constraint Qualication briey EnMFCQ introduced
in 
 in 	
 and simultaneously in 	 in a modied version later on used in 	 	
	 and in further papers of di Pillo Grippo et al
Denition   Assume B and p  p cf B The EnMFCQ is satised if for each
x   Ep 
a D
x
h
i
x i   I are linearly independent
b there exists a vector 
   IR
n
with
h
i
x Dh
i
x
    i   I 
g
j
x Dg
j
x
    j   J
	
x   fj   J j g
j
x  g 
x x

 b
T

    if kx x

k
 
 b
T
x  p  
The answer to the question above was published for M
i
t i   f  g in 	 and 	
Theorem  Assume B B and EnMFCQ Then we have
i M
i
t  	 M
i
t  C i   f    g for all t   	   where C is a compact set
ii The MFCQ is satised for all x  v  w  M

t x w  M
 
t and x  v  w  	    
M

t for all t   	  
Proof i obvious
ii  Wrt M

t  The proof runs analog the main part of the proof of Theorem  in
	

ii  Wrt M
 
t  The proof is given in 	
ii  Wrt M

t  For y
T
  x  v  w  	     IR
n	 m	 s
we consider
M

t   fy   IR
n	 m	 s
j H
i
y  t   th
i
x   tv  v

i
    i   I 
G


j
y  t   tg
j
x   tw
j
 w

j
    j   J 
G
 

j
y  t   
j
   j   J 
G

y  t   k		

k
 
 k

k
 
 kvv

k
 
 kww

k
 
q   
G

y  t   kx x

k
 
 b
T
x p  g  t   	  
We will discuss the three cases of t   t      and t   separately For y  M

t we
dene
J



y  t  fj   J j G


j
y  t  g 
J
 


y  t  fj   J j G
 

j
y  t  g

Obviously D
y
H
i
y  t i   I are linearly independent for all t   	  
Case I  t  
Let y   M If kx x

k
 
 b
T
x  p choose 
   IR
n
from Denition b Otherwise
take 
   IR
n
arbitrarily We need a vector 

  

  
v
  
w
   IR
m
 IR
s
 IR
m
 IR
s
such
that 
  

  

  
v
  
w
 is a MangasarianFromovitzvector briey MFvector for M


Take 

 	  	

 

j
  j   J
 


y   

j
 
j
 

j
 j   J n J
 


 
v
 

w
j
  j   J



y   
w
j
 w
j
 w

j
 j   J n J




Case II  t     
Let y   Mt Choose 
   IR
n
from Denition b Take 

 	  	

 

j
 
j   J
 


 

j
 
j
 

j
 j   J n J
 




v
i

t
t 
Dh
i
x
 i   I

w
j
 
 
 
t
t 
Dg
j
x


  j   J



 J
	
x

w
j
   j   J



n J
	
x if Dg
j
x
  

w
j

t
t 
Dg
j
x
  j   J



n J
	
x if Dg
j
x
  

w
j
 w
j
 w

j
 j   J n J




Then 
  

  

  
v
  
w
 is an MFvector for Mt
Case III  t  
Let y   M Choose 
   IR
n
from Denition b Take 

 	  	

 

j
 
j   J
 


y  


j
 
j
 

j
 j   J n J
 


y   
v
 v  v

 
w
 w  w


Then 
  

  

  
v
  
w
 is an MFvector for Mt  
Using Theorem  we obtain
Corollary  Let the EnMFCQ be fullled Then for i   f    g M
i
t

 is homeo
morphic with M
i
t
 
 for all t

  t
 
  	    
For i   f  g this result is already included in 	 and 	
Remark  From Corollary  it follows in particular that M
i
 is homeomorphic
with M
i
 Using the special structure of M
i
 the set M
i
 is a convex set for
i   f    g This means that M
i
 is homeomorphic with a convex set and therefore
an unconnected feasible set M of the original problem is excluded for the considered
embeddings This show us how restrictive the EnMFCQ is but restrictive to the constraint
functions only  
Now we give an answer to the question whether there exists a connecting curve between
t   and t   for the three embeddings using Theorem 
 We remind the reader
of Remark  which states that the assumption C is not satised for the embedding
P

t Hence Theorem 
 is not applicable

Theorem  Assume
a f  h
i
  g
j
  C

IR
n
  IR i   I j   J 
b B B and EnMFCQ
c P

t and P
 
t respectively is JJTregular with respect to   
d Choosing A B C A B positive denite and w

  w

  IR
s
with w

j
 w

j
 j   J 
w

j
 w

j
 j   J x

  b   IR
n
 v

  IR
m
 p  q   IR with p  p and q  q x

  b   IR
n

   IR
s
with 
j
 g
j
x

 j   J  p  q   IR with p  p and q  q
Then there exists a P
 
path in 
stat
connecting x

  v

  w

   x

  w

   with some point
x  v  w   x  w   where x is a stationary point of P  and 
stat
j
 


S




gc

stat
for n   for n   a point of Type 	 may appear
Remarks to the proof We check the assumptions of Corollary   For C see Theo
rem  Furthermore x

  v

  w

 x

  w

 is a point of Type  and the only stationary
point for P

 P
 
 Then C is satised and D holds too Using Theorem 
MFCQ is satised for all x  v  w   M

t x w   M
 
t for all t   	   points of
Type  cannot appear Using the special structure of the twoparametric optimization
problems points of Type 
 cannot appear for n    
In the following we discuss the assumption c of Theorem 
 Let A  IR


nn	
B 
IR


mm	
  C  IR


ss	
 be the set of all symmetric nonsingular n  nm m  s  s
matrices ObviouslyAB  C is an open and dense subset of IR


nn	
IR


mm	
  IR


ss	

and IR


nn	
n A IR


mm	
n B  IR


ss	
n C has the Lebesgue measure 
Theorem  Assume that f  h
i
  g
j
  C

IR
n
  IR i   I j   J  and that P
i
 is JJT
regular ie P
i
t is JJTregular with respect to K  fg i   f  g
i with respect to P

t Then P

t is JJTregular with respect to 	   for almost
all w

  w

  IR
s
with w

j
 w

j
 j   J  x

  b   IR
n
 v

  IR
m
 p  q   IR with p  p
and q  q A   A B   B C   C
ii with respect to P
 
t Then P
 
t is JJTregular with respect to 	   for almost
w

  w

  IR
s
with w

j
 w

j
 j   J  x

  b   IR
n
    IR
s
with 
j
 g
j
x

 j   J 
p  q   IR with p  p and q  q A   A B   B
Remark to the proof P
i
t i   f  g is JJTregular with t   	   using the special
perturbations and we follow the explanation with respect to the proof of Theorem 
 in
	 cf also 	
 The JJTregularity for P
i
 is necessary for the extension to the closed
interval 	    
Now we consider P

t with A  I
n
 B  I
m
 C  I
s
 b   and P
 
t with A  I
n

B  I
s
 b   and answer the same questions

Corollary  Assume
a f  h
i
  g
j
  C
 
IR
n
  IR i   I j   J 
b B B and EnMFCQ
c P

t with A  I
n
 B  I
m
 C  I
s
 b   P
 
t with A  I
n
 B  I
s
 b  
respectively is KHregular with respect to   
d Choosing w

  w

  IR
s
with w

j
 w

j
 j   J w

j
 w

j
 j   J x

  IR
n
 v

  IR
m

p  q   IR with p  p and q  q x

  IR
n
    IR
s
with 
j
 g
j
x

 j   J  p  q   IR
with p  p and q  q there exists a PC

path in 
stat
connecting x

  v

  w

  
x

  w

   with some point x  v  w   x  w   where x is a stationary point of
P   
Corollary 	 Assume that f  h
i
  g
j
  C
j
IR
n
  IR i   I j   J  and that P
i
 is KH
regular ie P
i
t is KHregular with respect to K  fg i   f  g
i with respect to P

t with A  I
n
 B  I
m
 C  I
s
 b   Then P

t is
KHregular with respect to 	   for almost all w

  w

  IR
s
with w

j
 w

j
 j   J 
x

  IR
n
 v

  IR
m
 p  q   IR with p  p and q  q
ii with respect to P
 
t with A  I
n
 B  I
s
 b   Then P
 
t is KHregular with
respect to 	   for almost all w

  w

  IR
s
with w

j
 w

j
 j   J  x

  IR
n
    IR
s
with 
j
 g
j
x

 j   J  p  q   IR with p  p and q  q  
We observe that the EnMFCQ is a sucient condition for a connecting curve between
t   and t   Now we ask for a necessary and sucient condition We know that
for almost all inputs x

 w

 w

 etc cf Theorem 
 the starting point x

  v

  w


for P

 and x

  w

 for P
 
 respectively lies on a uniquely determined connected
component Kx

  v

  w

   and Kx

  w

   respectively briey Ky

   for both em
beddings Furthermore we know that Ky

  j
 
is the only connected component in

stat
crossing the hyperplane fy  t j t  g We introduce the following condition cf
	 for P
 
t 
F The MFCQ is satised for all y  M
i
t i   f  g with y  t   clKy

  j
 
clK means the closure of K
Theorem 
 with respect to P

t and P
 
t respectively
Assume a c and d from Theorem 
 Then there exists a PC
 
path in 
stat
con
necting x

  v

  w

   x

  w

   with some point x  v w   x  w   where x is a
stationary point of P  if and only if F is satised
Remark to the proof Use the same concept of proof as in Theorem 

Remark   This weakest condition for the existence of a connecting curve between
t   and t   is of theoretical nature We cannot expect to check the condition for a
given problem Once more the MFCQ plays an essential role  

 Illustrative examples
P  minffx j gx  g
Example  
fx  

x

 

x

 

x

 
x

x

 

x

 
x
 
 x  
 
gx  x  

 
 

Fig  shows fx and gx
Figure 
Of course the EnMFCQ is satised
We have chosen the penalty embedding P

t with A  I
n
 C  I
s
 b   p  
 q  
x

  w

  w

  Figures  and  show the curve of stationary points
Note that all curves were computed by PAFO 	  We see that the classical penalty
method with increasing t is successful

Fig 
Fig 


We have chosen the exact penalty embedding P
 
t with A  I
n
 B  I
s
    p  

q   x

  w

  w

  Fig  and 
 show the curve of stationary points
We see that the classical exact penalty method with increasing t is successful
Fig 
Fig 


We have chosen the Lagrange multiplier embedding P

t with A  I
n
 C  E  I
s

p  
 q   x

  w

  w

  

  The starting point x

  w

  

 is a global
min
x w
max

point for P

 The corresponding curve cf Fig    does not attain
fx w    t j t  g and returns to the local minimizer x  w         by using the
pathfollowing procedure only The example shows that the Lagrange multiplier method
is not necessarily successful under EnMFCQ We see that there is another connected
component in 
stat
where x  w             belongs to x  w   is the global
minimizer for P

 A jump from the rst connected component to the second one
is possible cf Remark 

 We observe that the pathfollowing procedure applied to
P

t and the second connected component has nothing to do with the classical Lagrange
multiplier method following a curve of min
x v w
max
 
points of P

t
Fig 

Fig 
Fig 

Choose the same embedding P

t and the following example
Example 
fx  

x

 

x

 

x

 
x

x

 

x

 
x
 
 x  
 
gx  x

 x

 
x

 x

 x  
p  
  q    x

   w

   w

   

 
Fig  shows fx and gx
Fig 
We see that the EnMFCQ is satised
Fig  shows the curve of stationary points We have two points of Type  and four
points of Type  and we attain fx w    t j t  g

Fig 
Example  illustrates that the Lagrange multiplier embedding could also be successful
Since we have four points of Type  we have to change the direction of t four times
increasing  decreasing etc Of course the character of the stationary point will be
changed at each turning point ie in particular after the rst turning point we are
outside the classical Lagrange multiplier method from two points of view  t decreases and
we follow a curve of stationary points of P

t that are not min
x w
max

points
 Concluding remarks
Remark   We present arguments to the following thesis  Penalty and exact penalty
methods are successful for a larger class of optimization problems than the Lagrange
multipliermethod more precisely  The Lagrange multipliermethod is denitely successful
for convex optimization problems only provided there exists a connecting curve between
t   and t   for the penalty and exact penalty embedding under EnMFCQ a
condition to the constraint functions only and certain regularity conditions
i We observe cf Remark  that the starting point x

  v

  w

 for the penalty
embedding and x

  w

 for the exact penalty embedding respectively is the only
stationary point for P

 and P
 
 respectively and it is nondegenerate ie the
condition C of Theorem 
 is satised For the Lagrange multiplier embedding
the starting point x

  w

  	

  

 is a min
x w
max
 
point and a stationary point for P


but not the only one because there exists at least a global minimizer with respect to

x w  	   that is a stationary point too Considering Example  we have at least
 stationary points for P

  The minmaxpoint      as the known starting
point and a local minimizer      both are connected by a curve of stationary
points cf Figures    Besides there exists the global minimizer     
for P

 which is a stationary point too Example  satises the EnMFCQ
because the constraint function gx is strictly convex Figures    show that
the curve connecting      and      returns to fx w    t j t  g at a
turning point of Type  before the curve attains fx w    t j t  g The penalty
and exact penalty method is successful Example  illustrates Theorem 

ii The class for which the pathfollowing procedure denitely computes a stationary
point for P  using the penalty embedding P

t t   	   and the exact penalty
embedding P
 
t t   	   is restricted by the EnMFCQ The EnMFCQ is a condi
tion to constraint functions only The objective can be really nonconvex includ
ing functions with local minimizers and local maximizers that are nondegenerate
Such functions are excluded from the constraint functions
iii Now we give an answer why the Lagrange multiplier method is surely successful for
convex problems only Suppose that P  is a nonconvex optimization problem then
we cannot exclude the appearance of turning points Type  and Type  That
means the same situation as in Example  Figures    is possible
 
Remark  The classical penalty exact penalty and Lagrange multiplier method with
increasing t are not necessarily successful if there exists a curve connecting t   and
t   We know that turning points Type  and Type  may appear Then the original
methods for increasing t stop at such a point We have to go back We do not have any
problems using PAFO but we leave the original method In particular the character of
the stationary point will be changed for instance  We follow a curve of local minimizers
and a point of Type  appears then we have to go back and follow a curve of saddle
points Here we refer to Remark  in 	
Considering the Lagrange multiplier method which follows a curve of min
x v w
max
 
points cf
Example  and Fig  where a turning point appears the character of the stationary
point will be changed We have left the classical Lagrange multiplier method from two
points of view  t decreases and we follow a curve of stationary points that are not min
x v w

max
 
points  
Remark  Assuming that we are not successful with the pathfollowing procedure only
then we refer to our investigation in 	 	 	 	 	 using pathfollowing methods in
the set 
gc
instead of the set 
stat
 In case we are not successful either we propose
pathfollowing procedures with jumps from one connected component to another one in
the set 
loc
and 
gc
 We refer to the algorithms JUMP I and JUMP II in 	 A summary
is presented in Chapter  in 	 and 	 JUMP I follows a curve of local minimizers
and jumps to another connected component by nding a direction of descent if points of
Type  or Type  appear If we pass a point x 

t of Type  then the local minimizer
turns into a local maximizer Then we have two cases 

Case I  The value of f 

t decreases
Case II  The value of f 

t increases
In Case I it is possible to jump to another branch of local minimizers In Case II the
corresponding connected component of the feasible set becomes empty and we do not have
a jump We note that the MFCQ is violated at a point of Type  ie under EnMFCQ
we are able to jump to another connected component in 
loc
of P
i
t i   f  g if a point
of Type  or  appears
This is another possibility in order to reach the level t   for increasing tbut the path
following procedure with increasing and decreasing t seems to be more ecient With
respect to the Lagrange multiplier embedding P

t we have to use the jumps described in
	 for a short description cf Chapter  of 	 There jumps are presented at points of
Type i i   f    g if we follow a curve of stationary points not being local minimizers
We have jumps for all types even in points of Type  These jumps are applicable to the
Lagrange multiplier embedding We can jump to another curve of local minimizers with
respect to x  v  w  	   Fig 
 illustrates this situation
Fig 

 local min
x v w
max
 
point
 stationary point that is not a min
x v w
max
 
point
   local minimizer with respect to x  v  w  	  
In Fig 
 we reach the level t   We observe that we are outside the Lagrange
multiplier method if we follow a branch of local minimizers For more details we refer to
Remark  in 	
Considering P

t with n   which is JJTregular with respect to 	   and assuming
the EnMFCQ to be satised we attain the level t   by pathfollowing procedures with

jumps Under EnMFCQ and n   we have points of Type  and  only Therefore we
also have jumps if a point of Type  or Type  appears on a branch of local minimizers
Remark  Theorem  represents a necessary and sucient condition that there exists
a connecting curve between t   and t   for the penalty embedding P

t t   	  
and the exact penalty embedding P
 
t t   	   see also Corollary 
Remark  Corollary  and Remark  show how restrictive the EnMFCQ is with
respect to the feasible set M of the original problem P   An unconnected feasible set M
is excluded for the considered embeddings
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